GILDA REBELLO

PROFILE
Choreographer + Dance Teacher +
Music Producer + Pilates Instructor +

EDUCATION
FOLKWANG UNIVERSITY ESSEN
Contemporary Dance

Singer
FRANKFURT UNIVERSITY FOR MUSIC AND
PERFORMING ARTS
Master in Contemporary Dance Education

CONTACT
Please visit www.gildarebello.com

PEAK PILATES (NEW YORK / BERLIN)
Pilates Instructor

email: info@gildarebello.com

REFERENCES

COURSES
Modern / Contemporary Tanztheater +
somatic approaches with hybrid
influences
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WUPPERTALER BÜHNE PINA BAUSCH (GUEST)
FOLKWANG TANZSTUDIO
THEATER DORTMUND
THEATER BRAUNSCHWEIG
DEUTSCHE OPER AM RHEIN
BAYREUTH FESTIVAL
DEUTSCHER MUSIKRAT
DEUTSCHER BERUFSVERBAND FÜR
TANZPÄDAGOGIK E.V.
ALIEN CAFE PROJECT
TAPE FIVE ELECTRO SWING
AMONG MANY OTHERS
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In 2015, she worked as head of training at "Jan Pusch's Dance Company" / Theater Braunschweig, and was the
assistant for the choreography “Welcome To Your World” (Nominated for the “German Theatre award DER
FAUST 2015” in the category “Best Choreography”).
Other highlights in her career were "Folkwang Tanzstudio", and "Tanztheater Wuppertal" (guest) both under "Pina
Bausch"'s direction. At "Theatre Dortmund" she performed as a soloist in "Maria de Buenos Aires", “Kiss of the
Spiderwoman” as well as in many other pieces. As a choreographer, some of Rebello’s stations were "Theatre
Kassel", "Bayreuth Festival" and "TheatreGütersloh". She studied dance, music and acting in Rio de Janeiro. Other
stations were "Folkwang University", and "Peak Pilates" (cert. instructor). In 2018 she finished her Master for
Contemporary Dance Education in the HfMDK in Frankfurt.
As singer/composer, besides her own work, under the alias “RebelLog” she collaborates with "Alien Café" and
the band "Tape Five", with several albums and world tours.Furthermore, she works as a teacher for
Modern/Contemporary Dance, Pilates, and Anatomy of movement theory. In the last years among others, she
taught at “Deutsche Oper am Rhein School”, “Theatre Dortmund Ballet Academy’s and “Tanzfestival Bielefeld”.
About her classes:
The versatility of her career influences her teaching. Her classes contain different elements –
Modern/Contemporary/ Tanztheater (Folkwang Jooss Leeder Technique/ Limón / Graham, Release, etc.) , as
well as somatic approaches. She also teaches Pilates and Music / Body workshops. The main elements of her
dance classes, for example, are: mobilizing of the spine, “off balance“- moving, discovering the threshold of
lightness and strength, the dialogue between the body and its environment through biomechanical principles
and assessing the essential connection between body and affects. Lately, she has been working on creating
"movement for music" and "music for movement", live in the classroom with small electronic analog /digital
instruments. A theme explored and developed with her thesis on sonic environments.
For further Information please visit www.gildarebello.com or contact info@gildarebello.com

